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Abstract: The paper offers a new concept of the technological backwardness in many, mostly in poor countries – the retroeconomics. The goal of the research is to set out the main reasons why in many (and first of all in poor) countries the economies used obsolete technologies. Such countries are getting into the trap of technological dependency on the economically developed countries. The feasible tools for a technological leap from such dependency are discussed. The main threat of the preservation of the retroeconomy – its zombification is discussed as a main barrier for technological updating of economy, and in general as an obstacle for Schumpeterian creative destruction. Much importance is given to the key principle of bankruptcy procedures against zombified retro-firms. The bankruptcy legislation should ensure the timely liquidation of non-viable firms. A country’s legislative framework should strive for the establishment of a sound legal space on the market, when only really viable firms will exist. The role of the government is very important to resolve the problem of the technological backwardness.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of globalization is more or less associated with both the positive and the negative aspects of the economy. Because of the technological backwardness one of the most significant threats to modern economic development is posed by the globalization of a necroeconomy (Papava 2002).

A necroeconomy, or a “dead economy,” in its essence, is the supply of goods manufactured using outdated technology for which (goods) there is no demand due to their low quality (or absence thereof) and/or high production costs but where demand is artificially generated by the government (Papava 2002). This ugly economic phenomenon was identified for the purposes of the post-Communist economy since the elimination of competition under the conditions of a command economy wiped out the economic interest to upgrade the technological base in many sectors of the economy (Lipowski 1998) (generally, with the exception of the military-industrial complex). The existence of a necroeconomy prompts the replacement of the market with a quasi-market; one notable example being Ukraine where government expenses to maintain necro-firms are fairly high (Heyets 2015: 12).

A key concept used in the paper is creative destruction, when entrepreneurs’ actions create opportunities for economic development (Schumpeter [1942] 2008). The basic ideas of an evolutionary theory of economic change (Nelson and Winter 1982) are used, as well.

The paper presents a new concept of retroeconomics as a theory of the technological backwardness of an economy and elaborates recommendations how to overcome from the threats of dying of the economies in many countries worldwide.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the definition of the retroeconomy and the factors of its establishment are given. The problem of retroeconomy in a term “technology trap” is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 the threat of the zombification of retroeconomy and the imperfection of the key principal of the bankruptcy legislation are analyzed. Sections 5 and 6 conclude the paper.

WHY RETROECONOMY?

It should be emphasized that the technological backwardness of production itself does not constitute a sufficient condition for the emergence of a necroeconomy (it is just a necessary condition); along with technological backwardness, the government should deliberately strive to operate “dead enterprises” by means of generating an artificial demand for their products.

Due to the fact that the restriction of competition is a precondition for the creation of a necroeconomy, it can be concluded that the phenomenon of the
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necroeconomy is present wherever enterprises with technologically obsolete equipment operate solely at the expense of government support. One example of this can be found in the India of the 1980s (OECD 2007). Thus, it appears that a necroeconomy is not only a symptomatic problem for post-Communist countries (as initially indicated in the publications referenced above), but it can be encountered in other countries where enterprises with outdated technology and no real demand for their products operate with government support and, in select cases, entirely at government expense.

The type of economy that fosters the functioning of firms (i.e., retro-firms) that are relatively technologically backward in comparison to contemporary global achievements but where, nevertheless, the demand for their products still exists is referred to as a retroeconomy (“retro” being Latin for “back”). We suggest calling the theory of the technological backwardness of an economy retroeconomics (Papava, 2017).

What are the similarities and differences between a necroeconomy and a retroeconomy? One similarity is that both types of economies make use of outdated technology; the difference is that under necroeconomic conditions, enterprises use equipment so out-of-date that the demand for products they manufacture is virtually nonexistent and, therefore, these enterprises operate solely with government support while in a retroeconomy, the demand for such products does exist and enterprises enjoy only moderate support from the government. In other words, both types of economies require government intervention but while the former exists exclusively at the expense of the government, the latter requires a government-sanctioned protection of the domestic market from international competition (see below for more details).

What constitutes the building blocks of a retroeconomy? Even though these factors vary in nature, they ultimately result in a single outcome – the establishment of a retroeconomy. In particular, these factors include the following:

I. Protection of intellectual property, which restricts the free dissemination and accessibility of new technological know-how, thus increasing the threat of unauthorized duplication and re-engineering of these technologies (Golichenko 2012: 120). Under these circumstances, the authorized use of new technology becomes expensive, especially for firms that operate in poor countries with a relatively low level of economic development. As a result, priority is given to relatively outdated technologies in these particular countries;

II. Monopolization of the economy, wherein monopolies purchase patents on new technologies not for the purpose of applying them in a more or less efficient manner but to prevent third parties from employing them even if the monopolies in question put the patents to use at a later time (or as they deem necessary). By then, it is quite possible that even newer technologies will have been developed, rendering the purchased but idle technology useless (due to moral depreciation). This factor is particularly significant in modern conditions when monopolies have entered a new era (Stiglitz 2016);

III. The behavior of the leading international competitors which, as a rule, do not sell the highest-quality latest-generation technology (Porter 1990: 548). On the contrary, in order to maintain a competitive advantage, they sell already used, second-hand technology (Dementyev 2006), effectively carrying out second-hand investments (Papava 2002: 800). Due to such policies, economically backward countries accumulate not innovative but imitation (or quasi-innovative) technologies (for example, Polterovich and Tonis 2010; Segerstrom 1991) while international competition leaders sidestep morally deteriorating, resource-demanding, labor-intensive and/or environmentally hazardous enterprises, largely promoting the use of the newest technology in the vacated economic space;

IV. Low level of education and an absence of an appropriately educated workforce make it virtually impossible to utilize information even via open channels (not to mention channels of commercial knowledge transfer). This problem is evident in insufficient levels of not only higher and vocational but also secondary education (Golichenko 2012: 118);

V. Zombie economy, signifying a consolidation of firms (and associated banks) rendered insolvent as a result of a financial crisis which continue to operate via bank loans taken on the basis of
government guarantees (for example, Ahearne and Shinada 2005; Hoshi 2006; LeLaulu 2009). Naturally, zombie-firms have no interest in technological upgrades to manufacturing and/or replacing management since, owing to government support, they manage to maintain operation without these efforts as evidenced, for example, by the Japanese experience (for example, Ahearne and Shinada 2005; Hoshi 2006). It is clear that a zombie economy contributes directly to the establishment of a retroeconomy. At the same time, we should bear in mind that against the background of the global financial crisis of 2007-2009, the globalization of zombie economies (Harman 2010; Onaran 2012; Quiggin 2010), in turn, led to the threat of the zombification of a necroeconomy (where it previously existed) (Papava 2010), the most conspicuous example being Russia’s economy (Lindsey 2002: 210-212; Papava 2015).

It is noteworthy that of the five factors listed above, the first four contribute to the formation of a retroeconomy in poor and economically less-developed countries while the fifth factor impacts not only the latter but also those economically developed states.

ON THE “TECHNOLOGY TRAP” AND HOW TO OVERCOME FROM IT

There is a concept according to which economically backward countries enjoy a certain advantage as compared to developed countries. In particular, at first glance, the viewpoint that the establishment of new technological structures (i.e., a large-scale complex of technologically linked enterprises) in economically backward countries is relatively easier should not be entirely devoid of common sense since the enterprises are not burdened by an excess accumulation of capital corresponding to outdated technological structures (Glazyev 2009: 27). Although, this concept should still be regarded as one-sided since the first, third and fourth factors for the establishment of a retroeconomy listed above preclude economically backward countries from enjoying this advantage (or pseudo-advantage in reality): firstly, a country with few (or, perhaps, no) wealthy firms are virtually unable to afford costly patents on the latest technology; secondly – leading international competitors attempt to obstruct the dissemination of advanced technology; and thirdly – the population with inadequate levels of education is virtually incapable of making use of innovative technology.

In highlighting the “advantages of backwardness,” as a rule, accent is placed on the possibility for these countries to focus on imitation (quasi-innovation) rather than innovation per se, reproducing already well-established technology (certainly, the costs of duplicating technology are clearly less than those of innovation) (Barro and Sala-i-Martin 2004) as a result of which backward countries can minimize the lag (Bresis et.al 1993). It should once again be emphasized that in order for imitation technology to succeed, a properly educated national workforce is an absolute necessity.

Although the retroeconomy established in economically backward countries at the expense of an imitation policy ensures economic growth, imitator countries are under the threat of a long-term maintenance of relatively low levels of productivity as compared to developed countries (Howitt 2000). The principal reason for the differentiation of productivity by country lies in the variance between the type of knowledge applied in each country and the way it is applied (Parente and Prescott 2000).

Focusing on the duplication of relatively outdated foreign technology, provided that other circumstances remain equal, constitutes a mandatory step for economically backward countries which contributes to the preservation of their backwardness as well as the preservation of the retroeconomy thereby driving these countries into the trap of technological dependency (Dementyev 2006).

A “technology trap” is a condition when a firm favors outdated, less-efficient technology, even when the possibility exists to transition to the use of modern technology (Balackij 2003). It is believed that technology traps are triggered when firms give preference to tackling short-term, as opposed to long-term, objectives; the domination of short-term interests over long-term goals is first and foremost due to political, legal and macroeconomic instability (Balackij 2012: 56-57).

We believe that besides the triggers mentioned above, technology traps may be set by a number of other no less significant factors. In particular, as mentioned above, in order for a retroeconomy to exist, government support, albeit moderate, is key. Namely, if a government does not apply protectionist policies in foreign trade, firms equipped with outdated technology will be incapable of competing with leading international competitors furnished with the latest
technology. According to the evolutionary theory of economic change (Nelson and Winter 1982), so-called “routines” established at retro-firms (i.e., all regular and predictable behavioral patterns of firms which govern the reproduction of the latter’s operating characteristics (Murrell 1992)) serve as a basis to presuppose that retro-firms should, first and foremost, endeavor not so much to prepare for engagement in international competition as to expand government protectionist measures in foreign trade, resulting in a lack of effective steps to attract modern technology and driving these firms into technology traps.

Due to the fact that the routine established at retro-firms contributes to a virtually indefinite prolongation of protectionist measures in foreign trade, it is very likely that these firms will gradually transform into zombie-firms (operating via loans taken at the expense of government guarantees) and if circumstances remain unchanged, eventually become necro-firms, the examples of which are emerging in the modern Chinese economy (Lipton 2016).

Hence, there is a close link between technology traps and a retroeconomy: on the one hand, it is evident that a firm placed in a technology trap is essentially a retro-firm; on the other hand, retro-firms in turn contribute to the maintenance of the technology trap.

In order for it to be possible to exit from a retroeconomy and escape the technology trap, a series of complex measures must be put into play.

First and foremost, the government should encourage a sense of economic optimism in society (Balackij 2010) given that under the conditions of a reconciliatory approach to high risk, an optimist seeks to maximize benefits whereas a pessimist attempts to minimize risk in certain acceptable and simultaneously guaranteed terms of benefits (Kessel’man and Mackiewicz 1998). Building a sense of economic sentiment is particularly crucial in countries where, due to political, legal and macroeconomic instability, firms prefer to undertake short-term, rather than long-term, goals (Balackij 2012: 56-57).

In turn, for the purposes of raising the level of economic optimism, great emphasis is placed on the fast-paced growth of the economy as a whole whereas the latter contributes to the creation of such a mental set and when each of the stakeholders operating on the market proceeds to seek high growth rates as well. Under such circumstances, it is very important to make a “technological leap” to avoid technology traps thereby enabling firms to advance to qualitatively newer technology which, in turn, entails expanding access to credit resources, largely dependent on reducing bank interest rates (Balackij 2012: 57). Here, we can only add that, in our opinion, escaping from a retroeconomy, i.e., undertaking a technological leap, suggests that the state shift the spotlight from reducing bank interest rates in general to reducing them only in the case when loans are used to attract modern technology.

We also believe that along with bank loan rate cuts, particular attention should be afforded to the application of tax concessions for firms aiming to utilize modern technology. It should also be emphasized that in preparing for and executing the technological leap, particular significance should be awarded to other measures taken by the government.

As mentioned above, the protection of intellectual property is one of the contributing factors to the maintenance of a retroeconomy, especially in economically backward countries. Because of the protection of intellectual property, advanced technologies remain virtually inaccessible in these countries. Therefore, in our view, on the basis of a country’s economic development priorities and an official request filed by firms interested in new technologies, the government should acquire patents on said technologies in accordance with relevant economic sectors in order to facilitate supply to stakeholder firms at reduced prices. This will foster the development of a channel of commercial knowledge transfer, although it can be devoid of potency if not met with a highly-skilled workforce with appropriate knowledge.

The desired result cannot be achieved solely by applying channels of commercial knowledge transfer if the overall level of education cannot furnish the high effectiveness of the open information transfer channel. Thus, one of the key challenges faced by the government is the institution of a general education system which would supply the country’s economy with a relevant qualified staff. This entails not only university and vocational but also basic education. The fact that China has gained an advantage over India in terms of economic development can be attributed to the latter placing its main emphasis on university and vocational education and refraining from the creation of a general secondary education whereas China has not spared any effort in advancing all areas of its education sectors (Golichenko 2012: 118).
A government’s undivided focus on the education system serves as the basis for the successful diffusion of technological knowledge (Golichenko 2012).

In order to escape the technology trap, together with the development of the education system, government support for scientific activity is also of great significance since the assimilation and application of new technology is considerably facilitated when a country has its own knowledge production system (Dementyev 2006).

The most compelling threat of the preservation of a retroeconomy and the prolongation of technological entrapment is posed by the zombification of the economy since zombie-firms have no interest in technologically upgrading manufacturing (as well as management) as they manage to operate at government expense. In turn, a zombie economy may transform into a necroeconomy if the process of zombification is so protracted that bank loans taken on the basis of government guarantees prove not to be sufficient. In particular, if the technological base in these firms is not upgraded for an extended period of time, then it becomes so outdated that demand for products manufactured by these firms no longer exists and their preservation solely hinges on the artificial demand generated by the government.

ON THE ZOMBIFIED RETROECONOMY AND THE BANKRUPTCY LEGISLATION

This situation, at the outset, contradicts the essence of capitalism since the latter, according to Joseph Schumpeter, constitutes a form and method of economic change (Schumpeter [1942] 2008: 82). As is well known, Schumpeter authored the theory of economic dynamics which states that the essence of capitalism lies in the process of “creative destruction,” or the process of economic mutation, which virtually continuously demolishes obsolete structures from the inside and replaces them with new ones (Schumpeter [1942] 2008: 83). Creative destruction takes place when the outdated is displaced by the qualitatively new, resulting in the creation of new types of goods, employment of new production methods and the assimilation of new sources of raw materials and new markets. Individuals engaged in these innovative activities, according to Schumpeter, are entrepreneurs whose economic function is to implement innovation (for example, Catner 2016).

A zombified retroeconomy constitutes an obstacle in the process of creative destruction which, if not surmounted, leads to the technological degradation in the economy. According to one view, if the process of creative destruction stalls for a considerable amount of time, it may trigger a collapse of institutions which, by its very nature, is equivalent to a political and military revolution exemplified by the Soviet Union and Serbia (Foster and Kaplan 2001: 294).

It is an unfortunate fact that the preservation of non-viable firms receives active support from various politically and socially influential groups while groups representing the interests of yet unestablished industries or firms do not exist, precisely due to the fact that they (industries, firms) have not yet been established (Anderson 2004: 199). In other words, if non-viable firms have lobbying groups, new industries or firms that have not yet been instituted cannot have similar lobbyists. Under these circumstances, we believe, the only actor potentially able to lobby for new industries or firms to be created is the government.

Much significance is given to the enforcement of bankruptcy procedures against zombified retro-firms. There is admittedly no universal bankruptcy legislation and the key principle typical of bankruptcy regimes is the preservation of the balance between the protection of creditors’ interests, on the one hand, and the avoidance of premature liquidation of viable firms, on the other (Stiglitz 2001: 3). In our view, this principle does not fully reflect the challenges facing a modern economy, especially in economically backward poor countries. In particular, the problem is as described below.

A more-or-less objective assessment of a firm’s viability is complicated as it calls for a comparison between the going concern value and the liquidation value: if the going concern value exceeds the liquidation value, then the enterprise is viable. The complexity is primarily associated with the determination of the going concern value which entails an evaluation of the future revenues and expenses of an enterprise for which achieving accuracy is not a simple task. This requires the development of a business plan and a reorganization plan for the enterprise. Based on the attitudes of the firm’s proprietors, these plans must be optimistic while the perspective of the creditors in terms of the plans is more critical. The estimation of liquidation value is relatively easier, although this process also involves the resolution of several complex tasks (estimation of revenues to be derived from the sale of assets) (Anderson 2004: 175-176). As a result, the decision-
CONCLUSIONS

In many, and mostly in poor countries the economies used obsolete technologies. As a result all these countries have retroeconomy. The factors establishing of the retroeconomy are: protection of intellectual property, monopolization of the economy, the behavior of the leading international competitors (which, as a rule, do not sell the highest-quality latest-generation technology), low level of education, zombie economy. The technologically backward in comparison to contemporary global achievements constitutes a mandatory step which contributes to the preservation of the retroeconomy thereby driving these countries into the trap of technological dependency.

A zombified retroeconomy constitutes barriers in the creative destruction process. The key principle of any bankruptcy regimes is the preservation of the balance between the protection of creditors’ interests, on the one hand, and the avoidance of premature liquidation of viable firms, on the other. The principle does not reflect the problem of the existence of the retroeconomy and it should be changed.

The phenomenon of a retroeconomy is already quite deep-rooted throughout the world and it is essential to consolidate the attention of economists and politicians on this threat in order to preclude the zombification of a retroeconomy, not to mention its transformation into a necroeconomy.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It can be concluded that for the purposes of overcoming a retroeconomy, particular emphasis is given to a government’s economic policy which, certainly, may not be one-dimensional. Expressly:

1. The government must spare no effort in the development of the education system which implies the improvement of the quality of the general secondary education and the harmonization of vocational and university education with international standards;

2. The government should see the support of scientific activity as the core component of the improvement of university education; given the country’s economic development potential, the government must define priority areas based on which relevant scientific groups should be funded to implement pertinent research projects;
3. The government should establish channels of commercial knowledge transfer for the purposes of which, in accordance with the country’s key economic development priorities, and in response to an official request lodged by firms, the government should acquire patents on technology in keeping with relevant economic sectors to then supply these firms at reduced prices;

4. In order to attract modern technology, the government should render assistance to relevant firms to cover part of the bank interest and also offer tax concessions;

5. In order to promote the process of creative destruction, the government should ensure to the maximum extent possible that no non-viable firms remain on the market which, first and foremost, should occur via the establishment of an adequate legislative framework. National bankruptcy laws should rely on a basic principle which states that a balance should be maintained between the interests of the creditors, on the one hand, and the timely liquidation of non-viable firms, on the other;

6. It is recommended that the issue of the viability of insolvent firms be addressed through a direct agreement between the creditors and the proprietors of a firm while the government intervene in the process citing bankruptcy law only in the case when the two sides are unable to reach an agreement;

7. The government should establish a sound legal space on the market which excludes other laws and regulations impeding the efficient application of bankruptcy law.

It should be taken into account that in imposing these functions on the government, when there is a real threat of failure and, especially, when state institutions are weak and the corruption level is high (Dompe 2014), great significance is afforded to publicizing the decisions to be taken by the government in order to ensure maximum public and expert engagement in the development of these decisions.
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